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From the author; in testimony of respect for him who occupies the Presidential office: to whose
candid consideration the following subject is respectfully submitted.

SLAVERY.*

* A lover of freedom would be exceeding happy to see slavery abolished throughout the United
States. It is needless to say how much it would contribute to the comfort and happiness of every
individual, who possess these unfortunate species of the human race, to liberate them; and render
them a sufficient compensation for their labor;—this acting as a stimulus, would induce them to
perform their work much better, and more to the satisfaction of their employers. Those who are so
inhuman as to barter in slaves for the purpose of dragging them down the Mississippi, deserve the
severest reprehension.

It is pleasing to perceive that the people of Kentucky appear more averse to slavery at present, than
at any previous period. May they be shortly disposed more openly to exert themselves in favor of
abolishing this direful traffic—The blessing of God will attend the laudable undertaking.

AN ODE.

Br F. R. Toulmin.

“ That ye let the oppressed go FREE. ” ISAIAH.

“ Ye shall know the TRUTH, and the TRUTH shall make you free. ” JESUS.

OH! cruel fate, that man should be Doomed to abject slavery, Nor pay for work receive. Beneath
oppression's galling yoke He often feels a painful stroke, Nor can his friend relieve.

The deed, ( disgraceful to be told) That man, his brother bought, or sold, For paltry lucre too. Oh!
cease, this hateful traffic, cease, Let fellow-mortals be at peace, And give to each their due.

'Tis the proud tyrant's haughty frown Which often makes the slave bow down, How can he raise his
head? But rays of hope you'll soon behold, When you'll no more be bought or sold, And ease for pain
you'll wed.

Now man, the form of brutes disown, Put on the meekness of the Son, Who bled and died for you: Let
his bright precept, from above, Inspire your hearts with holy love, And see you Mercy shew.
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•The author has for sale A POEM, on the BLESSINGS OF PEACE, and the CALAMITIES OF WAR.
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